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Abstract
The low-pressure cold microwave (MW) plasma is shown as an efficient method to increase acidity of the ACF within less than 1 min

treatment without affecting the fibre morphology and strength. The ion-exchange capacity was 1.6 times higher compared to the non-treated

ACF sample. Selective removal of the carboxylic groups from the ACF surface by the air–MW-plasma allows to keep the phenolic groups

intact. Palladium was deposited on ACF from [Pd(NH3)4]Cl2 solution via ion-exchange with the protons of the phenolic surface groups.

Surface phenolic groups were able to chemically anchor Pd in cationic form, leading after reduction in H2 to small Pd8 nanoparticles (<3 nm).

The Pd dispersion was measured by CO pulse adsorption and confirmed by the TEM analysis. Heating of the Pd/ACF catalysts in H2 at 573–

773 K is necessary to reduce Pd(II) to Pd8. This reduction can be also achieved by the H2–MW-plasma treatment in less than 1 min with the

corresponding saving of energy.

# 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Activated carbon fibres (ACF) in the form of woven

fabrics recently have been shown as suitable catalytic

supports for noble metals [1–5]. These materials have high

specific surface area up to 3000 m2/g and allow high loading

of metal nano-particles ensuring an increased specific

activity. To achieve high metal dispersion, the carbon fabric

requires a pre-treatment to increase the concentration of the

surface functional groups. These pre-treatments like gas-

phase oxidation by CO2 or O2, steaming or wet chemical

oxidation by H2O2, HNO3, KMnO4, NaOCl and (NH4)2S2O8

have been carried out with different carbons leading to the

formation of oxygen containing groups like carboxyl,

carbonyl, phenol, quinone and lactones on the carbon

surface [6–10]. In a previous publication [11] it was shown

that phenolic groups were responsible for the high dispersion

of noble metals (Pd, Pt or Au) on ACF deposited by cationic

ion-exchange from aqueous solutions of the metal ammonia

complexes. Carboxylic surface groups on ACF fabrics were
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observed to lead to the formation of relatively big (>10 nm)

metal particles, while surface phenolic groups were able to

chemically anchor gold ions that after reduction in H2 lead to

small Au8 nanoparticles (<5 nm) on ACF. The surface

groups can be controlled via selective decomposition by

heating in an inert atmosphere [11–14]. However, the

traditional pre-treatments are time and energy consuming

and often damage the surface of carbon materials. This is

especially important in the case of the ACF due to the

specific morphology of carbon fibres, which should be

preserved.

During the last 10 years low temperature plasma

techniques have been applied for the surface modification

of carbons. Microwave (MW) plasma is used at temperatures

as low as room temperature. This allows treating carbon

surfaces to meet specific requirements without affecting the

fibre textural characteristics and strength.

Thus, Boudou et al. [15] confirmed by SEM and STM

analysis that the pitch-based carbon fibres treated in low

pressure (1.0 mbar) oxygen MW plasma during 1–5 min keep

their structure and diameter. At the same time, the carbon

surface is cleaned from contaminations and the specific

surface area (SSA) is increased due to improved roughness.
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The type of gas used for MW-plasma treatment is known

to affect the surface modification. For example, oxygen or

air plasma leads to the oxidation of carbon surface [15–27].

Nitrogen and ammonia plasmas introduce C/N functionality

on carbon surface [26–28]. Argon plasma activates the

carbon surface due to etching and ‘‘cleaning’’ processes

[29–31]. Hydrogen plasma has been used for the cleaning of

carbons to improve the SSA [28]. Moreover, it is possible to

obtain different surface effects by varying the plasma

parameters (power, treatment time, and gas pressure)

without changing the gas. For example, oxygen or air

MW-plasma creates on the carbon surface oxygen contain-

ing groups under low power treatment within short time

[15,26,27], but cleans the surface with the partial elimination

of the oxygen functionality under high power MW radiation

during long exposures [15,22].

Cold MW plasma has been rarely applied for the

preparation of catalytically active particles of noble metals

on various carriers. The only reports found concern the

formation of Pt and Au nanoparticles in zeolites [32–34].

In this study, cold MW-plasma under oxygen, air or

hydrogen at low pressure was applied for the surface

modification of ACF woven fabrics. The selective regulation

of the surface functionality to control the dispersion of Pd

nano-particles deposited via ion-exchange/adsorption from

different Pd-containing precursors was the aim of this work. It

is well known that the catalyst post-treatment is necessary for

metal complex decomposition and metal particles activation.

The high temperature reduction by hydrogen is used for this

purpose leading to the metal sintering with a decrease in the

observed catalytic activity. The high reductive capacity of cold

plasma under H2 has been reported [32,33,35]. The catalyst

post-treatment by oxygen cold plasma is also known for the

precursor complex destruction [34,36]. In this work, the O2

and H2 MW-plasma catalyst post-treatment is further

investigated in detail. We present hereby the first evidence

on the MW-plasma assisted preparation of structured Pd/ACF

catalysts where the combination of the support pre-treatment

with the catalyst post-treatment by cold MW-plasma is used

for the controlling of Pd dispersion.
2. Experimental

2.1. Materials

The ACF of polyacrylonitrile (PAN) in the form of plain

woven fabrics (AW1101, KoTHmex, Taiwan Carbon Tech-

nology Co.) were used as supports. The fabrics are woven from

the long threads of ca. 0.5 mm in diameter consisting of a

bundle of elementary filaments of 3–5 mm in diameter. The

elemental composition of the ACF was >99.9% of carbon

as measured by atomic absorption spectroscopy (AAS).

The tetra-ammine-palladium(II) chloride monohydrate [Pd

(NH4)3]Cl2�H2O ‘‘p.a.’’ was used as received (Aldrich Chem.

Co., Reactolab S.A., Switzerland). The palladium(II) chloride
anhydrous (PdCl2) and the sodium chloride (NaCl) were

‘‘p.a.’’ from Fluka (Buchs, Switzerland). The Na2PdCl4 was

prepared by mixing equivalent amounts of PdCl2 and NaCl in

aqueous solution. All gases in this study were >99.9998%

(CarbaGas, Switzerland).

2.2. Modification of the ACF support

2.2.1. The ACF treatment by MW-plasma

The ACF treatment by MW-plasma was performed with

the MW-plasma apparatus of Vacotec Swiss Co. and used at

2.45 GHz. The power was varied from 100 to 600 W, the

reaction times were changed from 10 to 180 s, the gas flow

was between 20 and 100 ml/min, and the gas pressure varied

from 0.02 to 2 mbar. Before the sample treatments the

plasma MW-chamber was evacuated for 2 h up to

0.001 mbar. The MW-plasma in oxygen (O2–MW-plasma)

and MW-plasma in air (air–MW-plasma) were used to

oxidize the ACF surface. The MW-plasma in hydrogen (H2–

MW-plasma) was applied to replace the traditional high

temperature reduction of Pd-ions by H2.

The ACF without any treatment is denoted as ACForiginal.

Two ACF samples treated in a traditional way were used for

the comparison of the textural and surface chemical

properties with the plasma-treated ACF. One sample,

ACFHNO3
, was boiled in aqueous HNO3 (15 vol.%) for

1 h, rinsed with distilled water until neutral pH, air–dried for

3 h at room temperature and finally for 15 h at 393 K. The

sample ACFHe,1273 was obtained by heating the ACForiginal

in He (1273 K, 100 ml/min, 1 h).

2.3. Preparation of Pd/ACF catalysts

Pd deposition was performed via ion-exchange/adsorption

from two different precursors. The ACF fabrics (�1.6 g) were

immersed in stirred [Pd(NH4)3]Cl2 or Na2PdCl4 aqueous

solutions for 5 h. The pH of the solution was kept neutral

without any alkali addition. The Pd concentrations were varied

from 1 to 5 wt.%. After Pd-ions deposition, the fabrics were

rinsed with distilled water, air-dried for 3 h at room

temperature and finally for 15 h at 393 K.

2.3.1. Pd/ACF catalysts activation

Pd/ACF catalysts activation was carried out by MW-

plasma post-treatment in oxygen or hydrogen in order to

eliminate ammonium or chlorine-ions present in Pd

complex. The MW-plasma treatment was used as described

in Section 2.2. In order to prevent the Pd particles sintering,

the MW-plasma oxidative post-treatment was performed in

four consecutive cycles for 15 s spaced 5 min apart.

2.4. Catalysts characterization

2.4.1. The specific surface areas

The SSA were measured using N2 adsorption–desorption

at 77 K by a Sorptomatic 1990 instrument (Carlo Erba). The
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Table 1

Specific surface area and adsorption capacity of the ACF supports after

different pre-treatments

ACF supports ACF treatment Surface area

B.E.T. (m2/g)

Adsorption of

Pda (mmol/g)

ACForiginal No 925 0.13

ACFHNO3
Boiling in HNO3 613 0.24

ACFHe,973 Heating in He at

973 K, 1 h

822 –

ACFHe,1273 Heating in He at

1273 K, 1 h

0.05

ACFair–MW-plasma Air–MW-plasma 1018 0.21

ACFO2�MW-plasma O2–MW-plasma 959 –

ACFH2�MW-plasma H2–MW-plasma 1049 –

a In the form of [Pd(NH3)4]Cl2 complex.
samples were heated in vacuum at 523 K for 2 h before the

measurements. The SSA of the samples was calculated

employing the BET method. The Dollimore/Heal method

was applied for pore volume and pore-size calculation. The

pore size distribution was in the range between 1 and 9 nm

suggesting a micro- and meso-porosity for the examined

materials.

2.4.2. The temperature programmed decomposition

(TPD) in He

The TPD in He was carried out to identify the surface

functional groups and for characterization of surface acidity

using a Micromeritics AutoChem 2910 analyzer. For the

TPD measurements 0.05 g of ACF sample was placed in a

quartz plug-flow reactor and purged in He flow (20 ml/min)

for 30 min at room temperature. Then, the temperature was

increased up to 1273 K with a ramp of 10 K/min. The

control of a reaction temperature was performed by a

thermocouple placed in the catalytic bed. The TPD products

were analyzed by ThermoStar-200 quadrupole ‘‘on-line’’

mass-spectrometer (Pfeiffer Vacuum) calibrated with gas

mixtures of known compositions. The intensity of the

following peaks was measured simultaneously: 2, 4, 15, 18,

28, 30, 32 and 44 m/e.

2.4.3. XPS analysis

XPS analysis by Axic Ultra ASCA system (Kratos,

Manchester) with monochronated Al Ka radiation

(1486.6 eV) and an X-ray power of 150 W was used to

determin the surface chemical composition.

2.4.4. The atomic absorption spectroscopy

The atomic absorption spectroscopy was carried out via

Shimadzu AA-6650 with air–acetylene flame. The amount

of deposited Pd was controlled by the analysis of the residual

solution of Pd precursor and by chemical analysis of the Pd/

ACF samples. For the chemical analysis the Pd/ACF

samples were heated in air at 973 K for 2 h in order to burn

out the carbon and the obtained ashes (<0.1 wt.%) were

dissolved in hot aqua regia containing HF.

2.4.5. The SSA of Pd and its dispersion

The SSA of Pd and its dispersion were measured by CO

pulse adsorption (3 vol.% CO in He) at 323 K using a

Micromeritics AutoChem 2910 analyzer. The samples

(0.05 g) were pre-treated in a flow of He (100 ml/min) at

423 K during 1 h and subsequently in H2 (100 ml/min) flow

at 423 K during 1 h. A Pd density of 12.02 g/cm3 and a

stoichiometry factor SFPd = CO/Pd of 1.667 were taken for

the SSAPd calculation.

2.4.6. The high resolution transmission electron

microscopy (HRTEM)

The high resolution transmission electron microscopy

was used for the investigation of surface morphology via

Philips CM300UT FEG with 300 kV field emission gun,
0.65 mm spherical aberration and 0.17 mm resolution at

Scherzer defocus. The images were recoded on a Gatan

797 slow-scan CCD camera (1024 � 1024 pixels) and

processed with theGatan Digital Micrograph 3.4.4 soft-

ware to measure the distances and the angles between the

atomic planes.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Effect of MW-plasma treatment on ACF texture

One of the objectives of the present study is to modify by

cold MW-plasma the textural characteristics of ACF fabrics

and their surface functionality. The effect of different pre-

treatments on the SSA of ACF supports is presented in

Table 1. The SSA is seen to depend strongly on the treatment

varying from 600 to 1050 m2/g. The liquid phase oxidation

by boiling HNO3 decreases the SSA of the ACForiginal

sample from 925 to 613 m2/g. This indicates that the ACF

surface oxidation leads to the decrease in micropores when

introducing oxygen functionality. These observations agree

with the reported results [37,38]. ACF treatment in He at

973 K and at 1273 K during 1 h slightly decreases the SSA

from 925 to �820 m2/g. This suggests partial surface

destruction due to higher temperatures. In contrast, the MW-

plasma treatments slightly increase the SSA if compared to

the ACForiginal independently of the nature of the gas used.

This may be explained by the surface cleaning with

simultaneous opening of micro-pores at the external surface

of the sample [15]. At the same time it is important to note

that the internal structure of the sample meso- and micro-

porosity is not modified by the plasma treatment, even under

the conditions used for the high degree of the ACF burn-off

[18].

The adsorption capacities for [Pd(NH3)4]Cl2 complex on

the ACF supports show in Table 1 that the surface

functionality is strongly affected. Thus, in spite of the

decreased porosity of the ACFHNO3
sample as compared to

the ACForiginal, the amount of the Pd adsorbed is two-fold

higher. The chemical properties of activated carbons are
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Table 2

Parameters of the air–MW-plasma treatment of the ACF-support and the

amounts of CO and CO2 evolved during TPD in He

CO (mmol/g) CO2 (mmol/g)

Treatment time (s)

15 3.16 0.52

30 3.26 0.55

60 3.20 0.54

Plasma power: 300 W, gas pressure: 0.2 mbar

Gas pressure (mbar)

0.01 3.20 0.48

0.2 3.26 0.55

Plasma power: 300 W, treatment time: 30 s

Plasma power (W)

150 2.31 0.45

300 3.26 0.55

600 3.94 0.57

Treatment time: 30 s, gas pressure: 0.2 mbar
known to be very important for the metal deposition because

the adsorption capacity is determined by (a) porous structure

and (b) by the chemical nature of the surface, in particular by

the surface oxygen groups. Therefore, this question warrens

a detail study.

3.2. Effect of MW-plasma treatment on ACF surface

functional groups

It is well known that each type of surface oxygen group

decomposes to the well defined products, e.g., that CO2

derives from carboxyl, lactone/lactol and carboxyl anhy-

dride groups, and CO is formed by decomposition of

carboxyl anhydride, carbonyl/quinone, phenolic and ether-

type oxygen groups [6,12]. Total amounts of CO and CO2

produced during TPD analysis can be used for the

quantitative and qualitative characterization of the carbon

surface functional groups [6,7].

3.2.1. The influence of the gas nature applied during

MW-plasma treatment

The influence of the gas nature applied during MW-

plasma treatment on the ACF surface functionality was

studied by TPD analysis. The ACF samples pre-treated by

MW-plasma in air, O2 and H2 were compared with the ACF

samples modified by HNO3 and by He at high temperature.

Fig. 1 presents the comparative bar diagram of total amounts

of CO and CO2 obtained during TPD. The HNO3 wet

oxidation produces ACF surfaces with a high total acidity.

Thus, the total amount of CO2 increases about 10 times and

the total amount of CO is about 2.5-fold higher if compared

with the ACForiginal. The thermal treatment in inert

atmosphere (He) completely eliminates the precursor groups

leading to CO2 evolution during TPD and drastically

decreases the oxygen species able to produce CO. The same

tendency is observed also for the sample of ACF treated by

O2–MW-plasma (600 W, 0.2 mbar, 30 s). In contrast to this,

the H2–MW-plasma treatment (600 W, 0.5 mbar, 30 s) gives

the biggest SSA and does not change the surface

functionality. The results obtained for air–MW-plasma

treatment are the most interesting. In this case, the total
Fig. 1. Bar diagram of total amounts of CO2 and CO obtained by TPD for differen

ACF treated in He at 1273 K, (D) ACF treated in air–MW-plasma, (E) ACF trea
amount of CO2 increases two times as compared to

ACForiginal sample, but the amount of CO evolved is about

four times higher than that of the original sample. This

indicates the selective destruction/creation of surface

oxygen groups by air–MW-plasma treatment, allowing the

control of ACF surface functionality. Therefore, the air–

MW-plasma treatment was optimized as seen below.

3.2.2. Optimisation of the air–MW-plasma parameters

Optimisation of the air–MW-plasma parameters was

aimed on the regulation of the total amount of surface

oxygen groups and the achieving chemical uniformity of

the surface groups. The results are summarised in Table 2.

The optimisation was carried out by varying the treatment

time, the air pressure and the plasma power. The treatment

time was limited by 1 min to avoid the ACF samples burn-

of. The ACF sample oxidation by air–MW-plasma (300 W)

was performed in air at 0.2 mbar varying the treatment

times. By TPD analysis it was observed that the highest

amount of CO producing groups corresponds to 30 s. The

total amount of CO2 was not changed with treatment time.
t pre-treated ACF samples. (A) ACF original, (B) ACF treated in HNO3, (C)

ted in O2–MW-plasma, and (F) ACF treated in H2–MW-plasma.
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This can be explained by the low stability of carboxylic

groups which were probably destroyed within the first

seconds of the treatment. The best result on variation of air

pressure was obtained for the pressure of 0.2 mbar. At

lower pressure of 0.01 mbar, the number of ionized

reactive species was probably too low for the oxidation of

ACF in 30 s [22]. On the other hand, our attempts to

increase the air pressure up to 2 mbar failed due to the

problems with plasma initiation and its stability. To

optimise the plasma power, ACF samples were treated

during 30 s under the air pressure of 0.2 mbar at 150, 300
Fig. 2. TPD profiles of ACF samples (0.05 g, He: 20 ml/min, 10 K/min) after diff

treated in He at 1273 K, (D) ACF treated in air–MW-plasma, (E) ACF treated in
and 600 W. The biggest amounts of CO and CO2 producing

groups correspond to the plasma power of 600 W, since an

increased number and energy of ionised reactive species

leads to a higher ACF surface oxidation.

3.2.3. The TPD profiles

The TPD profiles of non-treated and treated ACF samples

were examined to understand the nature of surface oxygen

groups contributing to the CO and CO2 evolved during TPD

runs. The results are presented in Fig. 2. The TPD profiles

show that the groups producing CO2 are less stable then the
erent pre-treatments. (A) ACF original, (B) ACF treated in HNO3, (C) ACF

O2–MW-plasma, and (F) ACF treated in H2–MW-plasma.
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groups producing CO since they start to decompose at about

400 K. The profile of the non-treated ACForiginal sample

(Fig. 2A) consists of CO2 overlapping peaks with maxima at

350 and 540 K and of broad CO peak centered at about

1100 K. The first CO2 peak accompanied by the high H2O

peak can be assigned to elimination of adsorbed CO2

[12,15,16]. The CO2 peak at 540 K, which is also

accompanied by H2O peak with maximum at 500 K, can

be attributed to the carboxylic group’s decomposition

[6,11,39]. The left broad shoulder of the CO peak may
Fig. 3. (a) C1s XPS spectrums of original (A) and air–MW-plasma treated (D) AC

determined by XPS for non-treated and air–MW-plasma treated ACF samples.
correspond to the decomposition of phenolic groups, which

is known to take place around 873–973 K. The maximum at

1100 K of the CO peak is assigned to the carbonyl and

quinone groups’ destruction [6,40].

The TPD profile of the ACF after HNO3 wet oxidation is

presented in Fig. 2B. It follows that the HNO3 treatment

increases the acidity of ACF surface. This is reflected in the

increased amount of COx evolved besides the appearance of

some new peaks. Thus, the presence in the CO2 spectra of

intensive peak at 540 K accompanied by H2O peak as well as
F samples. (b) Bar diagram of the surface concentration of functional groups
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Table 3

Characteristics of the Pd/ACF catalysts prepared from Na2PdCl4 precursor

Catalyst Palladium Treatment

Dispersion

(%)

d

(nm)

Of the support Of the catalysta

5% Pd/ACF 63.0 1.8 Original –

5% Pd/ACF 54.0 2.1 HNO3 –

4% Pd/ACF 51.0 2.2 Air–MW-plasma –

4%Pd/ACF 29.0 3.8 Air–MW-plasma H2–MW-plasma

4%Pd/ACF 27.0 4.0 Air–MW-plasma O2–MW-plasma

a Before reduction in H2.

Table 4

Characteristics of the Pd/ACF catalysts prepared from [Pd(NH3)4]Cl2
precursor

Catalyst Palladium Treatment

Dispersion

(%)

d

(nm)

Of the support Of the catalysta

2.5% Pd/ACF 41.0 2.7 Original –

2.5% Pd/ACF 47.0 2.4 HNO3 –

2.0% Pd/ACF 45.0 2.5 Air–MW-plasma –

2.5% Pd/ACF 12.0 9.1 Original O2–MW-plasma

2.0% Pd/ACF 31.0 3.2 Air–MW-plasma O2–MW-plasma

a Before reduction in H2.
the appearance of CO2 peak at 900 K, can be caused by

carboxylic group’s decomposition at about 500 K with the

formation of more stable carboxylic anhydride groups. The

latter groups are known to decompose at about 700–870 K

with simultaneous formation of CO and CO2 [6,11,39]. The

CO2 peak observed at about 700 K indicates the presence of

surface lactone oxygen groups [6,11,40,41]. At the same

time the large symmetric CO peak centred at 950 K can be

attributed to decomposition of carboxyl anhydride groups

(700–870 K), phenolic (900 K) and carbonyl/quinone

groups (1100 K) [6,11,40]. The TPD profile of the ACF

sample treated in He at high temperature (Fig. 2C) confirms

the almost complete elimination of oxygen containing

functional groups during this treatment.

The TPD profile of air–MW-plasma treated ACF sample

(Fig. 2D) is presented by the small CO2 peak at 540 K

(carboxylic groups) and 950 K (carboxyl anhydride groups)

and by a broad intensive peak of CO with a maximum at

�950 K. This maximum is composed by CO derived from

the decomposition of phenolic and carboxyl anhydride

groups. At the same time the contribution of carboxyl

anhydride groups in this CO peak cannot be significant

considering the stoichiometry of CO and CO2 produced

from carboxylic anhydride groups. The high shoulder of CO

at about 1130 K was attributed to the relatively thermo-

stable carbonyl and quinone groups [6,11,39–41].

The TPD profiles of O2–MW-plasma (Fig. 2E) and of

H2–MW-plasma (Fig. 2F) show CO peaks at 950 K (phenolic

groups) and at 1130 K (carbonyl and quinone groups). The

general trend of the CO TPD profiles obtained for O2– and

H2–MW-plasma treated samples was similar to the profile of

the non-treated ACForiginal sample. This contrasts the CO TPD

profiles of the ACF treated in air–MW-plasma and of the

ACFHNO3
sample, which are different to the ACForiginal. This

fact suggests the different nature of surface oxygen groups.

3.2.4. XPS analysis

XPS analysis was used for the analyses of the ACF

functionality [15,42,43] after different treatments. XPS

spectra obtained for original and air–MW-plasma treated

ACF samples (Fig. 3a(A and D)) reveal the carbon of

graphitic type (285 eV), phenolic (286.5 eV), carbonyl

(288 eV) and carboxylic (289.5 eV) groups. Moreover, the

tendency of predominant phenolic groups on the ACF

treated by MW-plasma, as seen by TPD, is further

confirmed. At the same time, the relative amounts of

different oxygen groups observed by XPS do not correspond

to those found by TPD (see Fig. 3b). This discrepancy in the

quantities of the surface functional groups obtained by XPS

and TPD is due to the different thickness of the surface layer

analyzed. XPS can penetrate up to a few nanometres, giving

information involving the over layer (external surface) of the

sample. The TPD reaches the whole sample volume [44].

Therefore, the comparison of XPS with the TPD results

indicates the difference between the over layer in relation to

the bulk of the material.
3.3. Deposition of Pd via ion-exchange

Two different Pd precursors were examined for the

deposition. The Na2PdCl4 was used to anchor the Pd as

anion. The [Pd(NH3)4]Cl2 complex was used to deposit Pd in

cationic form. The results obtained for the anionic complex

of Pd are presented in Table 3. The air–MW-plasma causes

the particles sintering decreasing the metal dispersion from

63%, in the case of non-treated sample, to 51% for air–MW-

plasma treated ACF sample. The same trend was observed

for the HNO3 pre-treated ACF support (ACFHNO3
). The

attempt to apply the catalyst post-treatment in H2– or O2–

MW-plasma to eliminate the traces of chloride ions results in

the twofold increase of the diameters of Pd particles and in a

concomitant 50% reduction in the Pd dispersion. This result

indicates that MW-plasma under mild conditions is able to

induce metal sintering.

The data obtained for the Pd deposition from the

[Pd(NH3)4]Cl2 complex are summarised in Table 4. The air–

MW-plasma pre-treatment of ACF support doesn’t influence

the diameter and dispersion of the anchored Pd particles in

comparison with Pd deposited on the ACFHNO3
support. To

form catalytically active dispersed metal, it is usually

necessary to reduce the catalyst before reaction. In our case

to decompose the anchored Pd cationic complex and to

eliminate the ammonium traces, the catalyst post-treatment

by O2–MW-plasma was applied. In Table 4 it is shown that

the diameter of Pd particles deposited on ACForiginal is

strongly increased during the plasma treatment (the metal

dispersion was reduced more than three times). This was not

the case for the Pd/ACF catalyst prepared from the air–MW-

plasma pre-treated support, since the change of the diameter
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Fig. 4. Bar diagram of CO2 and CO evolved during the TPD for the non-treated ACF, the air–MW-plasma pre-treated ACF and after Pd deposition on it from

Pt(NH3)4Cl2 complex.
of Pd particles was negligible and the high metal dispersion

was retained. This result indicates a feasibility of air–MW-

plasma pre-treatment for a high Pd dispersion on ACF.

Fig. 4 presents total amounts of CO and CO2 formed

during the TPD of non-treated ACForiginal support in

comparison with the ACF pre-treated by air–MW-plasma

before and after Pd deposition. As compared to the original

ACF support, the surface acidity is strongly increased by the

air–MW-plasma treatment and is presented by CO and CO2
Fig. 5. HRTEM image of 2%Pd/ACF catalyst: the ACF support pre-treated

in air–MW-plasma [Pd(NH3)4]2+ complex decomposed in O2–MW-plasma,

the catalyst reduced in H2 (100 ml/min, 373 K, 30 min).
producing surface groups with the ratio of 6:1. The

significant decrease of the surface acidity with a majority

in CO producing groups is observed after Pd deposition.

This indicates that Pd is anchored by ion-exchange with

surface phenolic groups. It was shown [11] that phenolic

groups contrary to carboxylic surface groups are responsible

for the strong cation’s anchoring to the carbon surface. The

phenolic groups interact with the [Pd(NH3)4]Cl2 precursor

remaining their cationic form:

#� OH þ Pd2þ!#� O�Pd2þ þ Hþ

At contrast, the interaction of [Pd(NH3)4]Cl2 solution

with the less stable carboxylic groups, leads to surface

decarboxylation and reduction of Pd(II) to Pd(0):

#� COOH þ Pd2þ!#þ Pd0 þ Hþ þ CO2 "

During the reductive activation of the catalyst in H2 at

573 K, the former particles serve as nucleation centers for

the formation of bigger agglomerates upon surface

migration, resulting in coalescence. Formation of big Pd

agglomerates leads to a decline in metal dispersion and

could be avoided applying cold MW-plasma. At low

temperatures the sintering is less pronounced and high Pd

dispersion is achieved. For 2%Pd/ACF catalyst a Pd

dispersion of �45% was obtained.

The TEM analysis confirms the Pd dispersion and shows

the Pd clusters with a mean diameter of �2.5 nm on the ACF

supports (see Fig. 5).
4. Conclusions

1. The low-pressure air–MW-plasma is an efficient method
of surface modification of the ACF increasing the surface

acidity within less than 1 min treatment without affecting

the fibre morphology and strength.
2. S
elective removal of the carboxylic groups from the ACF

surface by the air–MW-plasma allows keeping the
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phenolic groups intact on the ACF surface ensuring Pd

metal particles deposition with a high dispersion.
3. P
alladium was deposited on ACF from [Pd(NH3)4]Cl2
solution via ion-exchange with the protons of phenolic

surface groups. Surface phenolic groups were able to

chemically anchor Pd in cationic form, leading after

reduction in H2 to small Pd8 nanoparticles (<3 nm).
4. H
eating of the Pd/ACF catalysts in H2 at 573–773 K is

necessary to reduce Pd(II) to Pd8. This reduction can be

also achieved by the H2–MW-plasma treatment within

1 min, which is favourable in regard of energy

consumption.
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